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PRESIDENT REPORT

Board Member: Jeff Sher
It seems that we falsely believed that the COVID impact on society would be resolved during 2020
unfortunately lockdowns, social distancing and restrictions on community mobility has continued
to impact our ability to provide our normal sport activities.
Whilst we have continued to look for ways to keep our community connected it has been much
more challenging as people are COVID and indeed zoom fatigued. Our Maccabi updates website has
been a great source of information and support. In addition, our Maccabi Life programs albeit
impacted by the restrictions have continued as we recognised the need to focus on mental health as
well as physical literacy. The website has reached over 70,000 people and through the social media
app’s (Instagram and Facebook) we had over 1 million contact points.
The strategic imperatives for the organisation have remained unchanged and are noted below.
However, as we look forward, we need to explore the impact that COVID has and will have on
society and then reflect on the opportunity Maccabi has through sport and wellbeing to play a part
in the recovery.
OUR VISION
To be the organisation of first choice for the Australian Jewish Community to participate in Sport
and Wellbeing activities.
OUR MISSION
To engage and strengthen the Australian Jewish community by: •
•
•
•
•
•

Developing and promoting the opportunity for all members to share and embrace their
Jewish identity through sport & wellbeing activities
Encouraging participation in sport through annual carnivals and competitive sporting
events at the state, national and international level.
Engaging a wider demographic in activities centered on Health and Wellbeing with the
purpose of increasing participation, growing membership, and improving the health
outcomes for the community.
Working actively to support programs that embody the Maccabi ideals of Jewish
continuity, support for the state of Israel and excellence in sport.
Creating a sustainable and prosperous financial position for Maccabi across Australia
that enables the organization to support the objectives and ambitions of the state
bodies and clubs.
To be forward focused and embracing of opportunities which ensure the longevity of
Maccabi across the country.

OUR VALUES
Maccabi honors the following values:
• Respect
• Teamwork
• Community
• Volunteerism
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OUR POSITIONING
“Connecting the Jewish Community through Sport and Wellbeing”
2021 OBJECTIVES AND ACHIEVEMENTS
Our goals and objectives for the year gone by are noted below. IN the main they have been centred
on being a more efficient and effective organisation that is able to respond to the challenges that a
COVID environment imposes.
Organisation Sustainability – to ensure our financial future, we have taken a bold step to create a
National Foundation that will take the lead on consolidating all our revenue raising and fundraising
activities. This Board will be chaired by Dale Smorgon and will continue the great work that was
previously managed by the Maccabi Victorian Foundation. A clear focus, mandate and objectives
have been set and a dynamic committee of people have been recruited to help with the national
objectives. I wish to thank Dale and the Foundation for being open to this strategic shift and for his
support to build a more aligned and effective organisation.
Also I want to acknowledge the outstanding work that David has put into the finance/ treasury
function – he has brought about a much more aligned and clearly articulated reporting structure and
played a major role in negotiating the interface and agreement with the foundation. Maccabi is the
better for having someone of David’s calibre leading, managing and protecting our financial
sustainability
Brand Development – our goal of consolidating our database in a national portal has been
completed and with this our communication to our members and the community is being
streamlined. A new National marketing committee has been formed to ensure better alignment.
Also a new website is being built for all Maccabi States and MAI. This will allow for a better brand
focus and ensure there is consistency in our messaging and reach. Sam Strunin has continued to play
a fundamental role in not only being hands on with many of our marketing campaigns but has been
instrumental in driving the presence of the Brand to new heights.
Sports development- our focus has been on Junior carnival and Maccabiah. The 39th carnival held in
January 2021 will be remembered as the first one in which we hosted the event in three cities
simultaneously given the limitation on travel. Fortunately, we were able to encourage over 450
children to attend and it was hailed as a success. It is apparent that our 40th Carnival will be held as
an @home option as the COVID overlay continues to hold back face to face engagement. Thank you
to Jodi and Lior for working tirelessly on keeping carnival alive.
As to Maccabiah, this was postponed from 2021 to 2022 and under the leadership of Barry Smorgon
and newly formed Operations Team work has continued unabated leading to over 700 people
registering for the 2022 games. This team of volunteers has put in many hours and energy into not
only maintaining the interest in Maccabiah but successfully building (what looks like will be) a team
of around 500. I want to thank Sam, Giselle, Debbie and Lauren for your tireless efforts and hard
work – your contribution is significant, and I am very grateful for your passion.
Health & Wellness – Maccabi life is now a key strategic priority for the organisation and as such we
have recruited a Program manager to deliver on the many objectives events and goals we have in
place. Our annual events in collaboration with Dementia Australia and MS continued albeit in a
hybrid model. There is a new strategic document and indeed an operational plan which has been
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developed and intended to be rolled out in 2022. Craig has done a sterling job to help with the
thinking and progression of this strategic platform. Unfortunately, Craig is unable to continue leading
this committee and we are working through a transition plan – where Lauren Ehrlich will assist Craig
and then assume responsibility for Maccabi Life
Member Protection and health of the organisation - our MPP program has been refreshed and a
new training platform established. We have taken the opportunity to review and update all our
policies and ensure they are in line with recent government changes in this area. Debbie has
continued to lead this objective ably assisted by Shari who is now leaving us to become the GM of
MacVIc. I am grateful to both Debbie and Shari for their outstanding work in what is a difficult
environment – not easy to get people excited by compliance. Shari we will miss you but wish you
well in your new role
Leadership
There are 2 significant programs that will lead the way in the future including the Youth
Development program that underpins the Carnival and the Future Leadership which is linked to the
Maccabiah and indeed Maccabi World Union program. Early exploration has taken place for the
development of E Games and Susannah has brough a new energy to this portfolio – a youth
committee has been developed and there is an opportunity for Maccabi Australia to become part of
the MWU future leaders’ program. I am grateful to Susannah for her desire to make a difference in
this area.
Alignment
An important aspect of the MAI Board objectives is to move to a more aligned position. We have
explored how the various State Bodies around the county can leverage and learn from each other. In
this regard the Presidents Forum was developed and through this we have improved the level of
communication and sharing of information. Whilst getting to absolute alignment is still an aspiration,
I am truly grateful to Brian, Justine and Lauren for the spirit in which they have engaged in this
process and for the outstanding support they have provided to ensure that Maccabi across Australia
grows and develops. We are fortunate to have such dedicated volunteers who give of themselves to
ensure we put teams on the field and keep the brand resonating in each of their geographies. I
welcome Rod Rosmarin as the new president for NSW and look forward to his contribution and
involvement on the MAI Board and Presidents Forum.
In addition, I want to thank Terri, Laurence and Bindy for their support and keeping the office
functioning. I have enjoyed our Thursday meetings at which we have continued to improve how we
work and look for continuous improvement, and I am appreciative of Terri taking on her new role
and being available to take on the load of running the office. Her energy is palpable and in a short
time has made a big difference
A NOTE OF GRATITUDE
I have almost served 13 years on the Maccabi Board and one year as an observer and during this
time have been fortunate enough to have been able to be led by, mentored and developed a
friendship with both Barry Smorgon and Tom Goldman.
It is hard to accept that both Maccabi stalwarts are stepping down from the MAI board after a
distinguished period of service where they have made a difference not only to the organisation but
to our ability to function.
Barry stepped into the organisation at a time of need and quickly set up setting proper process,
governance, and structure. Most notably he was responsible for the change to our constitution in
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recognition of the changing nature of our membership and took the lead on the development of
MPP again in response to a difficult time in our history. His role in ensuring the financial stability of
the organisation is well documented and something we are grateful for. While his list of
achievements is too great to list here, I feel it is important we provide Barry the due recognition he
so richly deserves. Therefore, I have nominated Barry to the Board as the next Life Member for
Maccabi Australia, this is to be voted on in advance of the AGM
Tom has given over 50 years of life to the organisation and has carried the brand to the international
stage where he has represented Maccabi across Australia in various roles but most notably as the
Senior Vice President. He is a Past President of Maccabi NSW and indeed MAI. In more recent years
taken on the role of Chairing the Board of Governors. Toms’ legacy will be remembered and
admired, and I would personally like to thank him for his wise counsel and contribution
It is also important to acknowledge Lauren Ehrlich as she steps down from the role as President
Maccabi NSW. In her 8 years on the MAI Board, she has played an important role in the Leadership
portfolio and through this mentored several people who have since taken on roles in the
organisation. As President of NSW she brough a passion and determination to improve not only the
standing of NSW but generally Maccabi across Australia through her contribution in the Presidents
Forum and Maccabi Life subcommittee. Lauren will continue her valued time with Maccabi as a
regional manager for the next Maccabiah and hopefully with Maccabi Life. Lauren – thank you does
not seem enough
The Year ahead
Our major program for 2022 will be the Maccabiah and we are hopeful that through the efforts of
Barry and the Ops Team that we will be able to send a large contingent to the games in July 2022. I
wish the leadership team much success and look forward to being part of this experience as a
member of the Supporters Mission.
In addition, I look forward to the carnivals that will take place across the country in January 2022 and
am keen to see our clubs and members back on the sporting field without the imposition of COVID.
A sincere thank you to all the volunteers who will give of themselves to ensure the success of these
events
As we look ahead it is contingent on us to recognise the value that that Sport and our Maccabi Life
programs can and will have on the Jewish community across Australia. The work that we will do is
critically important. The world of sport was among those sectors most visibly affected and very early
in the piece. Our response to this was dramatic and necessary, however, through the resilience of
the Maccabi family we ensured a sustainable position for the organisation and helped keep the
community connected
However, we must now redefine and redesign ourselves, not only to improve our resilience to
future shocks, but to broaden our contribution to the Maccabi efforts in each State, Nationally and
internationally. Sport has often helped to create spaces for dialogue, advance gender equality,
promote social inclusion and tackle discrimination. Maccabi has played this role at all levels in our
community, and we need to continue this important work.
I implore the incoming Board to remain nimble whilst continuing to pursue our goal of connecting
the community through sport and wellbeing – the outcome of which will be a healthier, happier and
more engaged community – we must play a role in encouraging our members to bounce back from a
difficult 20 months
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In closing, I would like to thank our Life Members for their support and contribution. I also extend
my gratitude to all our sponsors, donors, and key contributors without your generous support we
could not deliver of our ambitions and programs.
I would like to note the contribution of Henry Kalus of Kalus Kenny Intelex as our Honorary solicitor
and Nicky Postan, Principal at LDB Group as our Auditor for the past year – we are grateful for your
support
It is my hope that Maccabi Australia always looks to the future to ensure that our reach is pervasive
and that the Brand continues to resonate.
With Maccabi Greetings

Jeff Sher
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TREASURERS REPORT

Board Member: David Birnbaum
*(Financials attached)
FY21 Accounts for Maccabi Australia Inc (“MAI”)
Attached are the audited financial accounts for the year ended 30 June 2021. The audited accounts
were presented to the Board at the October 2021 meeting and approved for signing. The Board has
considered the financial statements and certify that they provide a true and fair view of MAI’s
financial performance and position for the year.
MAI recorded a surplus of $221,081 compared to the FY20 surplus of $15,875. In summary, the
variance is explained as follows:
Net Surplus - FY20
Notable Income Variances in FY21
Remove FY20 Income from International Events & Carnival
Reduction in Donations & Sponsorships
Increase in COVID-19 Government Support & Grants (exc JobKeeper)
Net Other Income Variances
Notable Expense Variances in FY21
Remove expenses relating to FY20 International Events & Carnival
Reduction in Wages & Superannuation Costs
Increase in JobKeeper Payments (which reduced expenses)
Net Other Expense Reductions - MAI Programs & Operating Costs
Net Surplus - FY21

15,875
(1,189,326)
(107,406)
30,825
7,453

1,161,609
192,064
41,800
68,186
221,081

While at a high level this is a healthy surplus (particularly in a year without a major international
event), it is important to recognise:
•

labour costs were significantly reduced by the COVID-related restructuring which took place
shortly prior to the commencement of FY21. This required significant (and largely
unsustainable in the longer term) efforts by volunteers, staff and Board members to ensure
all events, programs and general operations continued smoothly. Thank you to all those who
went well beyond the scope of their usual responsibilities to support MAI and its Programs.

•

the benefit that Government and other short-term support provided through very uncertain
times when there was little sport activity, but much to do by way of Maccabi Life’s health and
wellbeing support as well as M21 planning.

•

that the drop in donation income by over $100k could have been worse but for favourable
timing of income received shortly prior to 30 June 2021 which improved the position. This is
likely to have an adverse impact on the FY22 result. The FY22 MAI donor position is also
expected to be impacted by the new national Maccabi Foundation model but overall, this
new model is a positive step for Maccabi’s future.

•

from this surplus, a net $55,398 was allocated to Program Reserves for their future benefit.
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•

income includes a donation of Qoin of circa $19,000 and an unrealised gain (based on Qoin’s
reported value at 30 June 2021) which further increased the surplus by $17,470. Its actual
realisable benefit is yet to be determined.

The fact that the variance between the years is less than the sum of the Government COVID-related
support (which ceased during FY22) and the reduction in employment costs (which have increased in
FY22), means work needs to continue to build a sustainable and adequately resourced MAI into the
future.
A critical element to this and facilitating the many programs delivered is the support of our donors.
On behalf of MAI, I would like to acknowledge and thank you all! We look forward to your
continued support.
The following can be noted in relation to Programs from an FY21 financial perspective:
•

Maccabi Life – after accounting for operational costs, the surplus has been moved to a Reserve
to be put towards future program costs, as intended.

•

MPP – the reduction in sporting activities, particularly at a Club level, combined with
JobKeeper and the support from Maccabi Victoria to restructure staff utilisation, meant the
costs of the MPP program were lower than expected.

•

Maccabiah/M21 – a running surplus of $515,000 was moved from the Profit & Loss to the
Balance Sheet. This is on budget and is a timing surplus with event payments due to Maccabi
World Union not remitted as at 30 June 2021. The position also includes a level of nomination
fee income which will be refunded in FY22 for oversubscribed teams.
At an operational level, the program is running at a notional deficit of circa $140,000 which
is after accounting for circa $200,000 in FY21 donor support. A deficit at this time is
expected, but the M21 Operations Team, effectively entirely resourced by dedicated
volunteers, deserves much recognition and thanks in being able to keep it to its current
level. Their work not only has a huge team on track for Israel in these challenging and
uncertain times, but has helped MAI shoulder a financial burden which it would have
otherwise likely struggled to do, over such an extended period. Thank you!

An ongoing financial focus remains rebuilding the strength of MAI’s balance sheet. We will continue
to work on this in conjunction with the Maccabi Foundation. The FY21 accounts reflect an
improvement based on the MAI surplus after allocations to Reserves. However, the ability for this to
be maintained is largely dependent on:
•

Being able to sustain the more normalised operating costs of MAI without the supports in
FY21;

•

M21 proceeding and returning a surplus to MAI; and

•

Non-cash assets being worth their reported value.

Last but not least, I would like to recognise the support of:
•

Terri Kahan for her help in keeping the MAI finances in order, but also for her commitment to
Maccabi. A considerable amount of extra work needed to be done to shoulder the FY21
workload and Terri took it in her stride. Terri has recently formally taken on the additional
role of Operations Manager and I wish her continued success.
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•

MAI’s auditor, Nicky Postan of LDB Group. Nicky has kindly agreed to be renominated for the
FY22 audit. This will be formally put forward at the AGM.

If you have any queries regarding MAI’s financials or the report above, please raise these at the
upcoming AGM or email treasurer.mai@maccabi.com.au
David Birnbaum
Treasurer
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NATIONAL FUNDRAISING REPORT
Board Member: Dale Smorgon

2021 was a landmark year, and one of considerable change for the Foundation, as we moved
to further strengthen Maccabi by revising our fundraising approach and establishing a single
National fundraising body – now officially known as the ‘Maccabi Foundation’.
Central to this decision was the need to create a simplified structure that better coordinates the
many and varied fundraising activities across the National body, the States, and each of the
Clubs. The ultimate objective of this change is to improve our professionalism,
remove duplication in our efforts, improve the experiences for all our donors, and critically, increase
our fundraising outcomes.
The Maccabi Foundation leverages the experience and capabilities of the Maccabi Victoria Sports
Foundation (MVSF established in 2003) and expands the MVSF’s focus to raise funds for the benefit
of Maccabi across Australia. In establishing the ‘Maccabi Foundation’ and developing its
allocations policy, we have taken great care to honour the MVSF’s heritage and ensure continuity of
support for Maccabi Victoria and its affiliated clubs. At the same time, we will be inclusive of all
State’s needs, and seek representation from each of the States either on the Foundation Board, or
via one of its sub committees.
Into 2022, the Maccabi Foundation will continue to develop and expand allowing us to better
coordinate, streamline and engage with donors, sponsors and supporters.
Maccabi plays an integral role in the lives of over 20,000 people in the community and it is
imperative that we secure the financial future of our organisation, programs and initiatives.
Key highlights from 2021 include:
A successful Maccabi Proud Annual Giving Day campaign. Our campaign raised
over $550,000 over a 48-hour period, and reinforces the central place that Maccabi
has within our community.
• Gaining significant recommitments from leading major National donors throughout the yearwith special thanks to Barry Smorgon for his continued contribution to building important
relationships with our major donors.
• Our Hardship Relief Fund continues to provide financial support to families in need – the
Fund was extended after its initial 12-month period.
• Seed funding of $60,000 provided by the Foundation for the Maccabi Aquatics at Bialik
initiative.
• The approval and disbursement of $33,000 in Grant applications for 5 clubs, via Maccabi
Victoria.
• The Board continues to invest considerable time in working with Maccabi Victoria in
assessing potential sites to house our sporting clubs and facilities.
• We welcomed Hannah Hammerschlag as a new Director to the
Foundation. Hannah has an extensive and
decorated playing history with Maccabi Hockey, and her professional background and
expertise make her a welcome addition to the Board.
• The appointment of Shari Cohen to our Donor Engagement Officer role has improved
and professionalised our historical donor information and record keeping, as well
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•

as ensuring regular high quality Donor communications. As Shari has now accepted the role
as GM, Maccabi Victoria, we will look to replace the role of donor engagement officer in
early 2022.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank each of my fellow Foundation Directors who work
tirelessly to make a Maccabi a stronger organisation. I’d also like to thank Maccabi Australia
President, Jeff Sher and the entire MAI Board, Brian Swersky, and the Maccabi Victoria board,
the loyal and dedicated office team, in particular Jo, Ruth and Terri, and of course our
generous supporters, Foundations and family/individual donors whose passion and
commitment help us ensure the future of our organisation.
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21ST MACCABIAH GAMES REPORT

Board Member: Barry Smorgon OAM
What an amazing 12 months we have had with virtually no club sports, lockdowns and general
confusion in society as to what the future holds for us, with even another strain emerging in recent
days.
From a Maccabiah perspective, we have continued working hard to deliver a wonderful experience
for all of our team in Israel next July.
The issue upper-most in every-one`s mind is the Vaccine policy from the Israeli Government and
Maccabi World Union (MWU).
At the present time (things are subject to change), the policy is every person entering Israel will need
to have the double Vaccine proof and a Booster within 180 days of departure from Israel.
Our Policy established early last year is in accordance with this. it has been widely canvassed to
every nominated person; however it does seem that several other countries are trying to soften this
policy. This may then have flow on effects regarding our team size as if there is a change to the
above, some of our athletes may not want to put themselves at risk.
The Operations team comprises;
•
•
•
•
•

Barry Smorgon - Head of Delegation
Sam Gamsu - Head of Operations & Sport
Giselle Berlinski- Head of Support Services & Regional Manager of the Open Team (based in
Jerusalem)
Lauren Ehrlich - Regional Manager of the Masters Team (based in Netanya)
Debbie Rutstein - Regional Manager of the Junior Team (Based in Haifa)

We meet on a weekly basis & the volume of work done by the 4 of them is just extra-ordinary.
The hours of dedication to ensuring that the Athletes have the best experience possible drives them
with passion and determination.
Every possible issue is discussed, assessed and then decided on in a proper and professional manner.
I offer my utmost admiration to each of them and it is a privilege to work alongside such a great
team.
TRIALS
Over the last two weeks, trials have finally taken place in Netball, Football and women’s Hockey with
more to follow in the coming weeks.
PRE-CAMP
Sam and Giselle (at this stage) are going to Israel over the Christmas period to asses
venues/hotels/etc for both Pre-Camp as well as the Team Hotels.
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Pre-camp will be in Netanya at a beautiful Hotel, which is situated right on the beach with fabulous
facilities.
Everything has been organized except the team party and a visit to the Kotel.
Goldman Travel have been contracted to organize Pre-Camp on our behalf, who in turn are working
with MWU on executing Pre-Camp, including the Bridge Memorial Service.
TRAVEL
Tom is still working with various airlines. Etihad are now back in the picture as a possibility but
nothing has been concluded as yet.
VIP – SUPPORTER MISSION
Jeff ran a very well presented zoom for potential supporters to join the trip. No doubt he will report
more fully
REGISTRATIONS
There have been a few changes with some people seeking to withdraw, whilst others are still
nominating. We currently have 710 live nominations, which will reduce after the trials over the next
few months.
UNIFORMS
Try on for sizes etc will take place later this month. The uniform orders need to be placed by end
January.
MWU
Entry Form 2 has been sent on the 10thNovember where the estimated number of athletes in each
sport is presented to enable the organizes to know how many people / teams want to compete in
the array of sports on offer. The MWU plenum is in early March 2022.
My personal thanks to my fellow Operations Team, as well as to Syd Khan (Head of Finance &
assistant Open Manager), David Birnbaum (Treasurer of MAI) for their wise financial advice. Jeff Sher
as the President of MAI, as well as Head of the VIP Supporters Group for his passion, energy and
always being available for an opinion.
To the staff, all the assistant team managers, Heads of Medical services, Security, Media,
Performance, Team Managers and Coaches and Goldman Travel our thanks and gratitude go to all
for the huge work load they have taken on and the outstanding results in putting teams together in
very difficult circumstances.
Well done and thanks to each & every one of them. As an organization we are blessed to have the
calibre of people on this journey with us.
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MACCABI AUSTRALIA

Operations Manager: Terri Kahan
After 2.5 years with Maccabi Australia I was excited to have the opportunity to step up to the role of
Operations and Finance Manager. The last few months have given me so much insight into the
organisation and the programs, and I feel so lucky to be part of such a warm and inviting community.
It’s been an honour to work with our dedicated volunteers who hold a wealth of Maccabi – and
industry – knowledge and experience and are so giving of their time.
In particular I would like to acknowledge Jeff Sher – whose commitment to and understanding of the
inner workings of Maccabi is incredible. I have no doubt that what he has taught me so far is just the
tip of the iceberg, and I look forward to lightening his load in my new role.
I would also like to thank Dave Birnbaum for his meticulous attention to detail, his unending support
and his patience in teaching me so much about Maccabi’s finances. Craig Nossell, Lauren Ehrlich,
Sam Strunin, Susannah Swiatlo and Sydney Kahn have all been wonderful mentors and I appreciate
their ongoing knowledge, time and encouragement.
One of our biggest projects is the Maccabiah Games, and the upcoming Games have brought more
than the average amount of challenges with the Covid Climate. Sam Gamsu and Giselle Berlinski
have committed an inordinate amount of time and effort to ensure that the Australian delegation to
the Games has a memorable, successful, and safe trip, and I can’t wait to join 500+ Australians on
the plane to Israel for my first ever Maccabiah Games. Their commitment, as volunteers, to this
program is greatly admired. The Maccabiah team and Maccabi Board are well supported by
Laurence Miller, who is going into his 5th year with Maccabi Australia as Sports Manager.
Another key Maccabi initiative is Maccabi LIFE, which took a huge step forward this year with the
employment of a new program manager, Bindy Houghton. Bindy brings with her extensive
knowledge and experience in the nutrition, health and wellbeing fields. In consultation with Craig,
she has developed a bold strategy presentation on the trajectory of Maccabi LIFE, and we hope to
get a 25% improvement in 25000 community members by 2025 through educating the community
on healthy lifestyles and wellness activities.
Member protection and child safety is a key priority for Maccabi, and despite lockdowns and
restrictions, we remain committed to ensuring that all Maccabi programs are safe and welcoming.
This year we have unfortunately lost Shari in her capacity as Member Protection Officer as she steps
up to the role of GM for Maccabi Victoria. We are currently searching for new team members, who
will have big shoes to fill, to manage the MPP role and wish Shari every success in her new role.
Throughout another disjointed year, our office team has remained close with Zoom catch ups,
picnics in the park and the occasional dog walk. We are glad to be back in the office and look
forward to what the coming year will bring.
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MACCABI NEW SOUTH WALES
Board Member: Lauren Ehrlich

It is with a tinge of sadness that I deliver my last report but for those who know me, Maccabi has
been my family since I was a teenager going to a private girls school in the eastern suburbs and then
when I became an adult, marrying my husband Paul who I met as a 22 year old at Maccabi squash
and our four children in turn became entrenched in their chosen sports, travelled to numerous
Maccabiot and Pan am games together as a family, and as we all know- families stick together,
support each other and I am sure that if needed I will only be a phone call away.
I would be remiss if I didn’t take the time to recognise the hardship from the past 20 months of
which many of you have been affected both at work, with family and on the playing field or court
and I sincerely hope that the future will bring a resurgence in sport, in community and in
engagement and with the dream of Maccabi finally having a home with Hakoah at White City, I hope
that all our dreams are realised.
So, this is the year that was…… whilst sport as we know it didn’t take centre stage, Maccabi Life
really took off. From webinars covering a range of topics from cyber safety to pilates online, keeping
our community engaged, connected and with a positive outlook was the main objective for Maccabi.
Many incredible events that were planned had to be shut down – the interstate gala challenge
otherwise known as senior carnival, junior carnival was played at home and strict covid measures
were in place for the few clubs that were able to continue with their sporting season. ZOOM became
our “go to” format for most things including mental health first aid with the most common phrase
now adopted into our vocabulary – you’re on mute’!!!
The opportunities have now been realised with Hakoah White City and together with the sports
centre board under the chair of past Maccabi president, Max Futeran, this dream has been realised.
Although the completion is still two years away, we will have an office we can call home and an
opportunity to sit at the board table with Hakoah and create a future for our members. This is an
exciting time, and we fully endorse this partnership.
As with every year, the board sits down for a lengthy session to map out the strategic plan for
Maccabi NSW. Whilst covid 19 caused some havoc, the main pillars remain the same. Jewish
continuity and engagement are always at the forefront of our objectives. Government statistics have
shown that structured sport is decreasing but our aim is to increase club numbers and support the
clubs however best. Maccabi Life is an avenue with opportunities to open many doors to many
within our community from walkie talkies to dance, Pilates, yoga, mindfulness, kayaking, tough
Mudder, catchball and the list is endless. Events remain a big focus with carnivals, camps, and all –
abilities. For all this to happen Maccabi needs more resources and the help and support of the JCA
has helped us to realise some of these.
Junior carnival which was due to take place in Melbourne 2021 became a carnival@home event. We
needed to cap the numbers at 200 due to strict covid limitations but it was a success nevertheless
with competitive sport taking centre stage and some fun social events.
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This coming year will be the same – carnival@home 2022 and we are currently trying to put together
a meaningful, fun and challenging event. We are desperate need of financial support so if anyone
out there would like to sponsor this event or become our patron – this is our pitch!
In August we said farewell to Daniel Kresner who decided after five years that it was time to move
on. Under his guidance we saw our team grow from one and a half staff to six. Our professionalism
and implementation of strategies and other efficiency opportunities under Daniel has utilised the
resources we have effectively.
We are thrilled to welcome Ori Danieli as the new general manager to our team. I am sure that
tonight there will be an opportunity to hear from Ori directly and you will see how he is a perfect fit
for our organization and will be a great asset, especially within the partnership of Hakoah. A huge
thank you to all the staff who do an incredible job: Nikki Lloyd, Mick Vasin, Shelley Diamond, Leanne
Shelton and Ethan Rosmarin. These incredible, hard-working people bring an energy and vibrance to
the office.
I would like to recognise the incredible board, the staff, the presidents of the clubs and their
committees, the support and guidance the from Maccabi Australia board and staff, and from the
wonderful volunteers who continue to rally together to pull off the extraordinary events that we do.
Be it Maccabiah, Pan Am games, to junior carnivals, Maccabi anniversaries, hall of fame, MAIG’s,
camps, gala events and the list goes on.
I mentioned Hakoah at White city and the journey that we started over a decade ago. Things don’t
just happen by osmosis. The Sports centre board, which is a committee largely of Maccabi stalwarts,
was founded on the premiss to find a home for Maccabi NSW. The committee members, under the
chair of Max Futeran, has engaged extensively over the last year to finalise an MOU with Hakoah.
We are thrilled to embark on this next chapter and will keep you updated as we progress further but
the opportunities available to Maccabi NSW are substantial and we are excited to continue the
dialogue. Thank you for the support of this board and our ongoing relationship- it is truly valuable.
Thank you to the Maccabi Australia Board and the president Jeff Sher. In each report I have
submitted, I have given thanks to fellow board members and talked to the alliance and alignment of
which we have searched for. Now I am happy to report that we have gained greater efficiencies by
become more aligned with national committees in leadership, marketing, compliance, national sport
and now the development of a national foundation for fundraising and allocation. Jeff has been a
strong supporter of the States and their voices to be heard, acknowledging that our clubs and
members are at the forefront of our objectives.
Thank you to all my fellow Board members, your intellect, friendship, and wisdom have made my
time on the Board fun and enjoyable and I will miss our monthly banter. I wish you all much success
and hope to see you in other capacities throughout Maccabi.
We also say goodbye to Debbie Rutstein from the Maccabi NSW board. I have worked together with
Debbie for many years now, not only on this board but on Maccabiah operations committees and on
the Maccabi Australia board where, thankfully, she will continue to represent us in her incredible
capacity. Every person in leadership needs to be able to debate, discuss, vent, and strategize and
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having Debbie always there by my side has been reassuring, with always wise words and a calm
demeanour. I am fortunate that I will continue to work together with her for another year and I
know that she will be sorely missed from this board, not only for her tenacity and forward thinking
but her ability to ground us all when we needed it. All members of the Maccabi NSW are
hardworking and inspirational volunteers, and I will miss our banter! Like any good leader, the key to
my success is to surround myself with capable, hard-working people who then make me look good.
In fact, they are always one step ahead of me now, inspiring the team with clever ideas,
implementing strategy and that is how I know it is now time to pass on the baton. Change is good
and important for every organization, and I recognise that Maccabi NSW is possibly in the best hands
it has ever been in and I look forward to seeing its growth and evolvement under Rod Rosmarin (the
incoming proposed president.) Thank you Rod. I have every confidence in you and thank you for
always having my back and giving such smart and calm advice. A huge thanks to Josh Itzkowic, our
esteemed and knowledgeable treasurer, who is generous with funds, budgets succinctly and
manages to keep us viable and afloat throughout the entire pandemic. We are so appreciative that
we didn’t need to let anyone go and with pulling in our purse strings under his guidance, we
managed to ride the storm – again! A huge thank you to the other members of the board who I will
miss greatly but will continue to see at our events – Mandy Penkin, Nicole Katz, Michelle Stockley,
Lara Levin, Jodi Velik …... oh my, we really went overboard with our gender balancing!!! What can I
say however each of these women play a vital role and I am forever grateful for their time and their
dedication!!!!
I would like to acknowledge the thousands of volunteers that make Maccabi what it is, without YOU,
there simply would be NO Maccabi!
Finally, I would like to extend my gratitude to my family who have allowed me to pursue my wish of
being part of the Maccabi Family. It is because of them that I have been enabled to give my time to
Maccabi and to share our passion to the love of sport and what this organization brings to the wider
community.
Lauren Ehrlich President, Maccabi NSW
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MACCABI VICTORIA
Board Member: Brian Swersky
Once again it was a difficult year for all with on and off again sport and many plans and events
deferred or put on hold.
I commend our Clubs, their committees and volunteers who have tried, wherever possible, to
facilitate sport in a COVID safe environment. All clubs were able to start sport, in some way, at some
time, over the last 12 months.
COVID has highlighted the importance of the role Maccabi plays in the community. Our clubs,
supported by 100’s of volunteers, have remained resilient and strong throughout this roller coaster
ride. I believe there is a pent-up demand and I expect record registrations when sport resumes.
As a result of lockdowns we have a generation of youth who have missed out on major life milestone
events. School graduations, gap years, travel etc. Maccabi Victoria will take an active role to ensure
that its programs and clubs play a major part in the re-opening to come.
Some highlights since the last AGM were:
Board Members: At the conclusion of our AGM on 24th November, Janine Baum stood down from
the Board after 8 years of service. Janine has been involved in numerous programs and committees.
These include the Hall of Fame Investigation Panel, the MAI supporters program for Maccabiah,
Friends of Maccabi, Carnival, Archive committee and various clubs issues just to name a few. Janine
has a long history of Maccabi involvement and has been an important and contributing member of
the Board.
Since the last AGM, after 10 years of service, Sam Strunin stepped down from the Maccabi Victoria
Board to join the Maccabi Australia Board to take on the National Marketing portfolio. Sam’s work to
establish the Maccabi brand has been relentless. The higher profile of Maccabi Victoria, the success
of all our programs and the brand identity we now have, can all be attributed to Sam’s talent and
passion. Sam’s handwriting is across almost everything we do. Websites, social media, event
planning, interfaith events like the Jolson Houli Unity Cup and others too numerous to mention.
Thank you to Sam and Janine who will both continue to be involved.
I thank Sharon Roseman, Sheiny New and Caryn Kave for re nominating to the Board to continue the
work. Thank you to ongoing Board members Vice President Dean Mohr and Treasurer Jeremy Davis.
We have a small but passionate Board that I know that achieve amazing things as the next
generation of leaders step up.
Carnival 2021: Unfortunately, a national Carnival could not be held and each State held a “home”
Carnival. Melbourne, under the leadership of Lior Rauchberger and a wonderful Team staged a
fantastic event centred at Bialik College. 234 kids attended a 4-day sports focused daytime program
and an incredible social program. Thank you to our Carnival Patron Sam Parasol OAM and to our
sponsor Bendigo Bank.
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Maccabi Victoria COVID Hardship Relief Fund: This fund was established by the Maccabi Sports
Foundation to support any families and enable participation in Maccabi sport. The fund has helped
many families continue to have their kids play sport. The fund remains open and receives ongoing
applications.
Giving Day: Our annual campaign had to be cancelled when it became clear we could not operate a
volunteer call centre. The office Team, with the help of Efraim Taranto from ChaIT, worked furiously
to develop a software program to integrate with our Salesforce database and hold a remote
campaign. Over 100 volunteers all connected from their homes, and we held an incredibly successful
campaign with the majority of money being tagged to clubs or programs. Prior to campaign day,
Dale Smorgon and the Foundation Board raised the Matcher money that underpinned the campaign.
We would not exist if not for the generosity and support from our major donors and the support
from the broader community.
Maccabi Aquatics: Earlier this year I was proud to announce the establishment of a unique social
enterprise. A joint venture was established with Bialik College to take over the operation of “Learn
to Swim” at the Gringlas Centre. A full-service swimming program commenced on 8th November
2021. The Maccabi Sports Foundation provided the feasibility and seed funding. I was proud to be
part of the working group but those that made it happen were Mark Roseman, Clive Aarons, Barry
Carp and Michael Carp. Kate Beaconsfield and the Bialik Board were a pleasure to work with and we
look forward to a long-term relationship of co-operation and sharing resources for our community.
Hall of Fame: The committee, Chaired by Mark Klapish, hoped to have the event in October this
year. It has now been postponed to 8th March 2022 and Dylan Allcot has confirmed as the guest
speaker. Thank you for the hours of dedicated research and deliberation undertaken by our two
Committees. The Investigation Committee comprised Geoffrey Susman OAM, Janine Baum and
Sharon Roseman. The Selection Committee was chaired by Harry Procel OAM with Mike Aronson,
Len Bogatin OAM, and Deniee Brick.
Henry Jolson Pathways Program: Due to lack of competition the school’s program was scaled back
this year. We remain engaged with the schools and look forward to commencing again very soon.
This is an important program because ultimately it drives kids to the clubs as all coaching is Maccabi
branded.
Friends of Maccabi: This year we were only able to hold one function. 104 people attended Caulfield
Park Bowls Club and were inspired by a speech from Tammy van Weiss. Thank you to our organising
committee and to our sponsor Lowe Lippmann.
Archive Project: Yvonne Fayman, Russell Jaffe, Janine Baum and a dedicated team of volunteers
continued working to preserve and curate our Maccabi history.
All Abilities: Kate Lustig, mentored by Shari Cohen, continued to engage with our All-Abilities
members in difficult circumstances. They have found innovative and creative ways to interact and
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remain connected. Thank you to Russell Jaffe and Sharon Hamilton who support and mentor the AllAbilities team.
Office: We have continued to take advantage of the “downtime” to continue with the upgrade of
our systems. Salesforce continues to be developed and integrated with other systems. The database
continues to be cleansed and enriched.
The whole office Team have maintained a strong connection and supported each other over
stressful times. Jo Star, in a relatively short time, has become the glue that holds it together. Jo is
involved in everything and is always there to help and provide support. She brings a warmth and
charm to everything she does. I could not do this role without her. Jo Star, Shari Cohen, Martin Jona,
Simone Grynberg, Ruth Clare, Kate Lustig and Martin Jona, without exception, you have all been
fantastic and a pleasure to work with.
Maccabi Victoria Sports Foundation: Chaired by Dale Smorgon, the Foundation Board continue to
be the lifeline for Maccabi Victoria. Our Board and community are privileged to have the support of
the Foundation and our generous donors.
Michael Sharp: Michael has been the Honorary Solicitor of Maccabi Victoria for 35 years. The change
in Maccabi over that time has been enormous and Michael’s wisdom and Counsel has guided many
Presidents through often difficult and complex issues. Maccabi thanks you for your valuable
contribution. We welcome Simon Abrahams of Tisher Liner as our new Honorary Solicitor.
Jemima Montag: We celebrate and acknowledge our “Maccababy”, as she has referred to herself, and
congratulate Jemima on 6th place at the Tokyo Olympics. Jemima is a perfect role model and gives her
time and the benefit of her experience whenever asked.
To my Board, Dean Mohr, Sharon Roseman, Janine Baum, Caryn Cave, Sheiny New and Jeremy Davis.
To the Foundation Board, the MAI Board and all the clubs and volunteers thank you. Nothing
happens without all of us playing our part. Thank you.
I would like to once again thank our wonderful and valued supporters and donors whose generosity
has allowed us to thrive.
Scott Winton, Lowe Lippmann, Gandel Philanthropy, Bensons, JR Group, Central Equity, Gurner, Gary
Peer, Bendigo Bank and many others - your ongoing support is greatly appreciated.
I would like to recognise and thank affiliated and other organisations including JCCV, Zionism
Victoria, Jewish Care, Hatzolah, Access, NCJWA, AJF, Flying Fox & CSG.
Thank you to the many other community organisations we work with and of course the City of Glen
Eira and our local State member and Deputy Premier David Southwick MP and Federal member Josh
Burns MP.
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MACCABI WA REPORT

Board Member: Justine Sharbanee
Our Executive
President and Administration: Justine Sharbanee
Vice President and MPP: Belinda Wolpert
Secretary: Dawn Ott
Treasurer: Jamie Ryvchin
Facilities Management: David Segal
Facilities Renting: Ronny Braunstein
Facilities Bookings and Leadership: Lynton Pearson
PR and Social Media: Samara Toister (resigned November 2021)
President Sports and Fitness: Dr Jeremy Raiter
Executive Board Members: Lara Ben Avraham, Amylee Assness, Dr Gary Avital
Paid Employment – Part time bookkeeper and part time grounds / security guard
2021 IN REVIEW
This marks my fourth term as President with a proud focus on connecting and strengthening our WA
community through Sport and Health and Wellness. We have an extremely enthusiastic Executive who
are also passionate about the sustainability of Maccabi WA and continue to support me to seek areas
of revenue for our future growth.
Grant - $6 mill Federal +$ 6mill State + $3 mill community donations
We continue on to try and start the building of our fabulous new facility in WA now called
JHUB
Western Australia
Maccabi Community Centre
Our Home of Jewish
Heritage|Culture|Education|Sport & Wellbeing
As building and raw material costs continue to skyrocket, we have had to adapt the building design
and are now waiting for revised plans to be approved from Council. The Holocaust Education Centre
will still be the main focus of the building and Maccabi WA Asset Management Sub Committee will
run this new building alongside our other assets. The President and Treasurer of Maccabi WA are on
this subcommittee along with co-opted experts in leases, property management, and facilities
management. This is an ongoing extra workload for President and Treasurer but very exciting for
whole WA community. Included in the plans is a Maccabi Wellness Pavilion that will be rented out for
extra income.
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OUR MACCABI WA GOALS for 2021
Our aim is to connect our Jewish and non-Jewish community through sport, encouraging more people
to participate in healthy physical activity and to adopt a positive lifestyle, strengthening Jewish identity
and continuity, and making friends for life. The integration of the Maccabi Life – unstructured sports
remain a focus for our future growth.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focusing on engaging our Youth and school age students
Providing activities for our All-Abilities community
Giving the best experiences possible for all participants at our WA Junior Maccabi Carnivals
both in Perth and interstate
Communicate with members in an efficient and positive way
Increase club-based participation
Increase community-based participation
Integrating Maccabi Life unstructured sports events through walkathon/swimathon and
other National initiatives
Attract more members at ‘grass roots’ level
Increase enjoyment of sport and connecting on a national basis
Improve positive awareness in our community
Re-engaging our past members and seniors through physical activity sessions
Re engaging past members through Friends of Maccabi events and Sportsmen breakfasts
Improve and maintain existing facilities
To stay financial viability through strategic partnerships, fundraising, grants, donations,
leasing out facilities and constantly sourcing other income streams.

CLUBS OVERVIEW
We have 11 clubs at present with around 613 paid members + 29 Members for Life/ Life members.
We also offer pay per visit Maccabi Life activities. We ask for membership once a year. Many people
are members of 2 or more clubs. Our ages range from 5yrs – 94 years
CLUBS:
















ARCHERY
BASKETBALL
BRIDGE
CHESS
GOLF – (NOT AFFILIATED IN 2021)
HORA MACCABI ISRAELI DANCING
CARNIVAL 2020 PARTICIPANTS
MARTIAL ARTS
NETBALL - 0
SENIOR SOCCER
JUNIOR SOCCER
SWIMMING - 0
SOCIAL
TABLE TENNIS
TENNIS
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 LAWN BOWLS- (NOT AFFILIATED IN 2021)
 MACCABI LIFE HEALTH AND WELLNESS ACTIVITIES AT MACCABI WA
 PILATES
 QI JONG
 HAP KI DO
 BOXING for Juniors and Adults
*NB - Many people are members of 2 or more clubs
CLUB GROWTH
Growth
1. Chess has grown – due to a very proactive and enthusiastic President- started new
beginner’s lessons and adult’s classes on separate nights
2. Hora Israeli dancing
3. Basketball – over 100 kids playing in junior age groups having to work out ways to manage
lack of training space and coaches.
4. Soccer - Seniors First team won their division league and got promoted into division 1. This is
a great achievement and has led to increased demand for all senior teams
5. Table Tennis came out of hiatus as an unstructured activity and proved very popular with
primary school age kids.
Decline
1. Martial Arts did not recover from lock down and seen a dramatic decline in participants.
2. Soccer – we did not field teams in the high school age groups
UNSTRUCTURED SPORT – “MACCABI LIFE”
Maccabi Life is about contributing to a stronger, healthier and happier community through
unstructured sport. Maccabi WA recognises this with obvious lower participation in club activity. In
addition, there are many distractions to our youth; technology is primary amongst these, which
has meant that much of what we have provided over time has become less relevant and certainly not
as meaningful to a generation that is willing to trade to off physical activity for online
interests. Understanding these changes, we continue to provide options for all those who don’t want
to participate in club sports. Maccabi Life provides programs, events, seminars and unstructured
sport through FREE ACCESS to a health & wellbeing portal which is information rich;
Create sustainability for our clubs and benefits for our members
Build Maccabi into a more valued and meaningful brand
Improve the Health & wellbeing of the community
A health & wellbeing Loyalty Membership program
Provide a range of unstructured Sport Programs for all ages
Education, seminars, workshops and events that draw attention to and better educate the
community on key health issues
MACCABI LIFE HEALTH AND WELLNESS ACTIVITIES AT MACCABI WA
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Pilates * Boxing * Hapkido *Yoga* Qi Gong* Table Tennis
STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2021
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•

Introduced All Abilities sport through the United Reds League for soccer, and an All-Abilities
Day at Junior Carnival.
Increased health and wellness activities for all members through the Sports and Fitness clubPilates, Yoga, Qi Gong, Hap Ki Do and boxing
Engaged with Carmel School to strengthen the flow of participation during and after school
life through Maccabi Jungle Sports for ages 4 – 6, and the continuation of sport awards for
nominated leaders in the school community
Held revenue raising Mega Sports Camps in the school holidays for ages 6 – 12
Hosted a Carnival@Home in January 2021 (due to travel bans) with increased participation
and enjoyment for a maximum of 40 participants
Hosted and sponsored the 4th J Com Games Sports Day - CSG vs. Habonim VS Bnei VS AUJS
vs. Maccabi in a day of fun and competitive multi-sport concluding with trophy presentation
and sun downer for 80 youth.
Successful introduction of a User Pays system for all clubs – 50% of commercial rent for all
their activities. This insures they stay financially viable and can contribute to the running
costs of the facilities.
Held a hugely successful awards Sportsman Breakfast with Wildcats Damian Martin as guest
speaker
Inducted 3 very worthy Life Members:
o Ruth Topelberg- contribution to Maccabi Hora dancing club and Admin
o Michael Zusman – contribution to lawn bowls
o David Adonis – contribution to cricket soccer clubs and admin

SPORTING SUCCESS IN 2021
• Maccabi under 18 basketball team domestic champions 2021 again
• Maccabi Soccer Senior 1sts top of Table in Division 2 and promoted to Division 1 for 2022
• Maccabi under 12 Basketball team domestic grand final winners 2021
• Tae Kwon Do Martial Arts 2 x black Belt successes
• Introduction of United Reds All abilities soccer league
RAISING REVENUE THROUGH PARTNERSHIPS
Our income is derived from leasing all the facilities, charging membership fees on a per person basis,
and holding sports camps and carnivals in the school holidays. Throughout the last 3 years we have
worked extremely hard to increase our income through rental of soccer ovals, Adonis Park, Gordon
Bloomfield Hall, Gymnasium and the DOJO (mini gym) and Cafe. This income stream helps cover
operational costs. All income goes to the upkeep of our grounds, electricity costs of all buildings and
flood lights, insurance, rates, and ongoing maintenance.
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Through hard work and great effort in the last 4 years we have sourced the below regular groups to
hire our facilities to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Western Shamrocks Gaelic Football Club
Bhutanese community - Thimphu City Community and Kharchu Perth Community soccer
club and social groups
Perth Soccer Juniors and Perth Soccer Seniors - soccer training facilities
Perth Soccer MPL training and scratch matches
Perth Glory Women's Soccer - off season weekly training October - January
Football West Futsal talent development - boys and girls
Brazilian Ladies Futsal game and training
Brazilian Men’s Futsal games
CCJWA - Council of Jews and Christians meetings
Bhutanese archery group - for social gatherings in a cultural environment
Coptic Church soccer group - preparing for a National Coptic Church soccer competition
Community Senior ladies tennis group- weekly in summer
Regular Social Futsal from a group of mature players both men and women
CSG - our Community Security Group - weekly training, meetings and accreditation
evaluations
Habonim and Bnei Akiva- Jewish youth group for all primary age children to have school
holiday camps to be together for education fun and learning
Maccabi club members including soccer, archery, bridge, tennis, basketball and sports and
fitness clubs from ages 8 - 99 both men and women

LEASING AND FACILITIES AGREEMENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lease with Menora Charity
Facilities Agreement with Carmel School
Ground Lease with Carmel School
Jewish Centre of WA

GRANT APPLICATIONS 2021
•
•
•

Bendigo Bank Community Enterprise Foundation J Com Games
Federal Government stronger Communities Round 6 – AV upgrade in the Gordon Bloomfield
Hall
State Government Volunteer Grant for ergonomic stackable chairs
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MACCABI QLD REPORT

Board Member: Bronte Trieger
It has been another disruptive year for Maccabi Queensland due to COVID restrictions and related
boarder closures. Junior Carnival 2021 was changed to a state hosted event and due to lack of
numbers and notice, QLD did not run an event in January. The first planned community event for
the year in January had to be cancelled due to a cluster of COVID cases and the restrictions
applicable. The next physical event held was the annual Tennis Day on 30th May 2021 where we had
12 participants play tennis and 8 participants do yoga. The winners of the 2021 tournament were to
Benjamin and Eduard. There was also a special ceremony and presentation in celebrating and
awarding Howard Jacks on his life membership status. Social posts on Facebook and emails were
sent to the community to support and promote Maccabi life walk, jog run event for 24th October.
Unfortunately, there were no registrations for the event this year. It would be something we will
look at creating as an annual event within the community to provide more notice for participation.
There were no new memberships or renewals for the year.
Social posts and community conversations have been in support of identifying potential Maccabiah
athletes for the 2022 games. At this stage, no registrations have been confirmed.
Thank you to the continued support of our small yet committed board and I hope that 2022 will
bring some greater opportunities for Maccabi Queensland.
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LEADERSHIP

Board member: Susannah Swiatlo

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Jeff Sher and all board members for their support and
encouragement of both me and the strategies & direction the leadership portfolio is taking.
I am grateful to have board members who have offered ongoing advice and encouragement,
members who are resources with expertise and wisdom whom I comfortably reach out to.
As a new board member, with a portfolio that (like most things) suffered a covid pause I chose to
start my leadership portfolio journey with a “look, listen and learn” approach.
Time was taken to LOOK at existing, previous, and similar leadership programs and reviewed them in
line with the organisation’s ethos both nationally and internationally.
The process involved dialogue with Presidents &/ board members across all states, as well as both
potential program and graduates (almost 80) to both LISTEN to feedback on the programs and
aspects of the Organisations leadership offering that was successful, what areas required reshaping,
what’s needed & desired for the future, the strategic direction of Maccabi Australia combined with
that which resonates with each state’s Maccabi community.
The LOOK and LISTEN resulted in LEARNing and reflection - on an individual participant, organisation,
local and international level.
Objectives for 2021-22 included:
•
•
•
•
•

Engagement - previous Future leader program participants
Youth leaders
Esports
MWU connections
Future Leadership Forum (MWU)

Engagement

-

-
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Reached out to all previous Leadership program graduates
across Australia- discussing opportunities within the
organisation and matching those interested with desired
areas of involvement, seeing a return and increase in 2021
of participation.
National leadership Committee established comprising 8
young, aspiring members across the country - many Next
gen/ leadership program participants. Meetings
commenced May and occur every 4-6 weeks

-

Youth Leaders (YL)– Junior
Carnival

-

Esports

-

MWU connections

-

MWU - Future Leader Forum

-
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In 2021 the newly formed National leadership Committee
members also hold positions in program subcommittees
e.g. Maccabi LIFE, Youth leader Carnival, E sports.
Maintaining communication with 2021- Junior Carnival
Youth Leaders (eg. post Carnival dinner in VIC) – allocating
our aspiring capable young leaders to other roles, carnivals
and ensuring they are aware and on a pathway toward
other leadership programs/opportunities / mentoring
Junior Carnival interviews conducted and Zoom meetings
with many prospective youth leaders
In planning for a national carnival in 2022- two Victorian
Youth leaders (previous carnivals) appointed Youth Leader
Coordinators, are being mentored through the YL carnival
committee
YL carnival training being formulated for all YL
Inaugural Maccabi Esports committee of 4 established –
comprising young future leaders (2 on National
committee) and have had numerous productive meetings
to date
Esports software platforms reviewed (various meetings
with Lost tribe, challenge, Esports meeting with Maccabi
GB counterpart)
Esports webpage content formulated & collated
Rocket League pilot tournament took place
Mobile Egames trailers in WA, NSW & VIC at carnivals/
event day
Merchandise for participants in Esports mobile trailers
across Aust in Dec 21- Feb 22
Collaboration with JCCV on a Webinar titled; intelligent
gaming and digital nutrition
Maccabi Australia represented on the MWU Esports
Maccabiah committee
Numerous meetings with Rob Cohen (MWU Global FLF
Organiser) & Dana Burger from MWU to strengthen links
and continue to raise Maccabi Australia’s profile
Meetings with Yvie Curtis – Maccabi leadership GB/Europe
- potential speaker
Maccabi Australia representative on the MWU Esports
Maccabiah committee
Early stages planning FLF webinar with MWU to coincide
with FLF launch in 2022 with speakers from FLF MWU
Identified 3-4 active Next Gen alumni/committee
members across Aust for FLF seminar Israel in March / July
2022

2021 Covid lockdowns and border restrictions have impacted actioning the Next Gen program.
Active committees and sub committees across the portfolio programs have been established with
regular meetings of wonderful volunteers who I take this opportunity to thank for their time,
commitment, creativity, energy, and for constantly invigorating and inspiring me with their ideas.
I look forward to continuing the journey in 2022 and building on the momentum created in 2021;
2022 will see the launch of Esports, further strengthening Maccabi Australia’s links and profile with
MWU & the global FLF program. 2022 will see connections and training of youth and future
leaders/contributors in a meaningful experiential way ensuring relevance within the community and
organisation locally & globally.
Esports Rocket League pilot Nov 21
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NATIONAL SPORT

Board member: Jodi Rosenthal
1. Collaboration
and Discussions

2021 has been a difficult year again for National Sport. The National
Sport committee has been set up but unfortunately the strategies set
in 2020 have not been able to be instigated due to Covid restrictions
and Boarder Closures.
We welcome the planning and ideas and inspiration for 2022 and
beyond.
National Sport Sub Committee is set up and ready to engage in 2022

2. Junior Carnival

The plans and strategies discussed about Junior Carnival in 2019 were
implemented in 2020 and 2021.
 Sport is a focus
 Cut big budget social events
 Marketing has been contemporary and engaging
 Carnivals still a focus even though younger age group
 Planning has been relevant and inclusive
 Leadership opportunities incredibly relevant
 Website and National Strategy was highlighted and is being
tackled in 2022
 MAI to keep central registrations and support states where
needed
Summary
Unfortunately, Covid got in the way of January 2020 Carnival in
Melbourne and January 2021 Carnival in Melbourne.
Solution
@home Carnivals were implemented in VIC, WA, NSW, these were a
huge success given the circumstances.
All state committees should be applauded for their hard work and
dedication.
 Centralised marketing, I believe has been a huge help in the
strategic branding of our sports events

4. The Plans

Continued Project plans for 2022 and beyond
a. Deliver an interstate sports weekend for 18–30-year-olds –
focus unite the youth leaders and drive the Maccabi brand on
a National level
b. Discussions have started and work has been done on a
National Sports Calendar - I believe this needs to be a priority
for 2022
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c. Link interstate challenges with training or selections for
international events
d. Collaboration - focus on experience and youth the
combination creates energy
e. Support and acknowledge our volunteers and young leaders
of the future
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MACCABI LIFE

Board member: Craig Nossel
2021 posed various challenges for Maccabi LIFE as a result of the global and local environment linked
to the pandemic. However, this time did allow for Maccabi LIFE to test a few initiatives and to realign
our strategy for the next 4 years.
The Maccabi LIFE strategy seems to resonate positively with donors which has given us the
opportunity to bring on a resource who will drive the implementation of projects in the community.
As we move forward into 2022, we hope to positively impact the physical and mental wellbeing of
the Jewish community in Australia.
Our 2021 events:
•

Memory Walk and Jog – October
o Over 170 people registered and walked in the Memory Walk and Jog across VIC,
NSW and WA
o With a 50/50 split in income between Dementia Australia and Maccabi LIFE, we
raised just short of $10 000
o Overall, the event was a success considering the various constraints that existed.

•

E-games Webinar: Healthy Gaming and Digital Nutrition- November
o Maccabi LIFE, together with the JCCV, presented a very successful webinar,
organized by Susannah Swiatlo
o Discussing a healthy balanced relationship to get the best out of technology for the
whole family
o Speakers: Psychologist Jocelyn Brewer & Professional Gamer / Health & Wellbeing
Teacher Andrew Kinch. Moderator: Dan Goodhardt, Manager, Forensic Intelligence,
Victoria Police
o Estimated viewership of over 350 people
o Victoria Police sent a note to Maccabi LIFE on the high quality of the content, how
engaging the webinar was, the professional production and they were very
impressed at the way the webinar was delivered

•

Talks-July/August
o NSW MacLife hosted a series of talks in July/August with Brenda Rosenfeld on Mood
and Food.
o These were very well attended and very well received.

•

Pilates Program- September/October
o Maccabi Life partnered with Taryn Polovin to offer Maccabi members access to free
Pilates classes 2-3 times per week.
o These classes have been very well received
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•

2022 Strategy
o The team is working on the 2022-2025 strategic initiatives and implementation plans
o 2022 will be focused on generating greater awareness, reach and engagement to reignite the Maccabi LIFE brand
o This will include:
 An always-on social media presence
 Maccabi LIFE Health and Wellness Summit,
 Physical fitness events (across parks, beaches, road and in the home)
 Pilates, Zumba, cycling, running, walking, meditation / yoga
 Webinars covering topics such as Nutrition and Mental Health (online
healthy cooking classes
 Seasonal health and wellness programs with future planning around
challenges, rewards and incentives
 Maccabi LIFE podcasts – MacPOD. Introducing the community to health
professionals, experts and thought leaders
 Australian Jewish News Live & Thrive supplement (or similar)
 Ongoing updates to website content with up to date and credible health and
wellness information

The detailed strategy will be presented at the beginning of 2022
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MARKETING

Board member: Samuel Strunin
It has been a busy, unique and exciting introduction to my role as Chair of National Marketing.
After 11 years of serving on the Maccabi Victoria Board, it is an honour to have been trusted with
the National portfolio of Marketing and still have the opportunity to work with Maccabi Victoria,
Brian and the Vic board, as well all as being able to now work together with the other Maccabi
States, programs and Committees.
Maccabi plays such an important role as the roof body of Australian Jewish Sport and Wellbeing
across our Jewish community. It is vital that the portfolio of Marketing and Branding tells the story
and celebrates everything we do, both on and off the field, within our community and with the wider
community.
As part of my role, one of the first projects was to conduct an IT and Digital Asset audit. Our findings
have led us to the process of updating our EDM platform and transitioning from the Updates site to
a new National Maccabi website.
Covid and various lockdowns meant that sport once again was shut down and the organisation had
to pivot to find new ways of connecting with our members and community. Like many other
organisations and businesses, we turned our focus to online. A digital marketing mix of webinars,
newsletter/blogs and social media became the key instruments to staying connected. Planned face
to face events had to transition to online events with little warning or production time. We faced
the challenge of converting those events to digital ones, utilising new technologies and finding ways
to take face 2 face traditional style events, and present them to an on-screen audience, in a way
that maintained a traditional feel, strong engagement and kept our organisation connected.
We collaborated with other organisations, Community Leaders, professionals and businesses to
provide new and engaging content. We stepped out of our comfort zone and connected with the
community through new and on-demand topics, allowing us to expand our services to a wider
audience while still promoting the values and benefits of sport and wellbeing.

2021 In Review:

SOCIAL MEDIA:
Our Facebook and Instagram channels had a reach of over 1 miilion. We seized the opportunity and
a captive online audience to grow our online following across the country and overseas. Our
Facebook and Instagram following has tripled during Covid.
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WEBSITE:
The updates website remained a key channel to promote and connect the community with our
digital events. The site remained a go-to site for our Australian community as well as international
Maccabi communities for Covid protocols and best practices and Government links. Online fitness
and wellbeing videos were also made available through the Updates site.

MACCABI LIFE:
The annual Memory Walk for Dementia was run across all States. Covid meant that other than Perth,
NSW, VIC and QLD events were run as virtual walks, the event saw good numbers attending to do
good for an important cause. Our Maccabi LIFE Presents brand of webinars included collaborations
with Monash University, The JCCV, The Australian Jewish News, Wolper Jewish Hospital, Jewish Day
Schools and others. We ran events across a wide range of topics, and the event speakers included
accomplished Athletes Jemima Montag, Steve Solomon, Jordi Swibel, Cayla George and Michael
Klinger, Medical experts Professor Paul Zimmet, Professor Christina Mitchell and Patrick McGorry,
and Digital Media experts, FBI and former Police Detective Brett Lee, Psychologist Jocelyn Brewer
and Andrew Kinch, just to name a few. The webinars attracted thousands of online participants and
an even higher post event audience who viewed the recorded webinars on the Updates website. The
online events also included our Maccabi AGM’s. Feedback from the community across the webinars
was extremely positive with audiences requesting follow up events and Maccabi growing its
database by over 6oo new people. We have some great in-person and online events coming your
way in 2022 – so stay tuned.

ANNUAL APPEAL:
For the first time, the Annual Appeal was run as a National Campaign in conjunction with the newly
formed National Foundation, Chaired by Dale Smorgon. The theme for the Maccabi Annual
Campaign was Maccabi PROUD-Community PROUD - Help Us PLAY IT FORWARD. The campaign
included interviews of community members on the topic - What does Maccabi PROUD mean to me?
Some amazing and inspiring stories were told!
Frustratingly, Covid and lockdown in Victoria meant that the Annual campaign had to be postponed
at the last minute, and a new date set. The new date created a design challenge and rendered all the
campaign collateral obsolete. The entire collection of digital communications and videos had to be
redesigned. A mini campaign was launched to communicate the change of date to the community,
themed - The date of our campaign may have changed, but all the reasons for being Maccabi
PROUD and supporting our campaign remain the same!. The main theme – Maccabi PROUDCommunity PROUD resonated. The appeal was a huge success. Community engagement was on par
with previous campaigns, despite lockdowns and Covid hardships faced by many in the community.
Brian Swersky and Ephraim Taranto implemented an online @home telethon program through
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the development of a custom software program allowing volunteers to reach out to our donor
database and canvas donations from the safety of their own home.

BRAND ALIGNMENT
A new Marketing Committee was formed and comprises representatives from each State. The
committee has worked well together to align numerous aspects of our communications program.
The committee is putting the finishing touches on a National marketing calendar. I would like to
thank the members for their support and the manner in which we have all come together as one –
we have a strong set of skill sets across the group which will take our brand to even greater heights.

BRAND GUIDE:
A new brand and style guide is close to completion, providing all our Committees, Programs, States
and Clubs with an up-to-date document which sets out the protocols on how to use the various
Maccabi Brands across the entire organisation.

MACCABIAH:
Maccabiah is the pinnacle event for Australian Jewish athletes. Covid again has caused havoc to the
Maccabiah usual program. To assist the management team, a Team Australia Maccabiah website
was built inside the Updates website. A new modern and online newsletter/blog was developed, and
a strong and engaging social media campaign was used to promote all aspects of the program. A
Team Australia theme was created – One Team – One Dream, as well as a supporting sub-theme of
Dream Big!
Australia led the way from the start with our Maccabiah Team Australia branding and received
positive feedback from Maccabi World Union and other countries. The enormous volume of work
that goes into sending a team to the Maccabiah is in my opinion greatly underestimated by most in
the community – particularly when you add the challenges of Covid to the mix. Head of Delegation
Barry Smorgon OAM, Sam Gamsu and Giselle Berlinski, together with their entire team must be
congratulated for the amazing work they have done to get us to a point where we are now trialling
one of our largest teams ever. Truly inspiring!

JUNIOR CARNIVAL:
Junior Carnival celebrates 40 years in January 2022. Carnival was due to be held in Melbourne, but
like many of the programs above, Covid meant that our kids could not all come together as planned
in one place and so Junior Carnival became Carnival @home for the second year in a row. Junior
Carnivals will now be held in Melbourne, Sydney and Perth – hence the brand Carnival@Home. This
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@Home pivot meant once again, the entire collection of Melbourne Carnival themed digital assets
had to redesigned, and new assets produced for each State. The Carnival Managers in each State
have worked hard to create a local event for our kids in an almost impossible timeframe – their
determination and commitment should be commended, and we now have 3x full local events
planned and registrations are strong.

LOOKING FORWARD TO 2022
We are all looking forward to a 2022 where Sport and Wellbeing return to the field, and in-person
events can take place in large numbers safely. While we must all learn to live with what has become
a new normal, we are excited to bring you – our community – a wide range of new and exciting
events and programs to connect through. We are expanding the Maccbai LIFE offering and reintroducing new in person events, launching a new National website, and will continue to grow our
social channels through informative and engaging content. The Marketing Committee will develop,
plan and implement strategies to help drive membership and engagement across the organisation
and connect widely with our Members and the wider Australian Jewish community.

Maccabi PROUD
SAMUEL STRUNIN
Chair National Marketing
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MPP REPORT

Board Member: Debbie Rutstein
2021 brought another year of fragmented sport opportunities and extended lockdowns, however
Maccabi’s MPP has maintained its commitment to safe, fair and welcoming sport. This year has
included updating materials, navigating new incoming standards and working with various programs
and activities to ensure that the member experience is the best it can be.
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•

With Carnival 2022 yet again being run in each state, we have, and continue to, work closely
with the Carnival committees to ensure that all MPP requirements are being met to ensure
that Carnival is a safe, positive and welcoming experience.
Induction documents for staff, boards, clubs and volunteers have been collated and
updated.
A meeting was held for all clubs to discuss MPP, providing updates and asking for club
feedback. The session was highly productive and provided constructive feedback assisting us
in moving the program forward.
Victoria has announced new Child Safe Standards which will become mandatory from July
2022. These 11 standards will replace the existing 7 and include a greater focus on involving
families and communities, the importance of child wellbeing in conjunction with child safety
and managing online risks. We are in the process of updating our national policies,
procedures and training to ensure that we will meet the new requirements before the July
deadline. We are committed to following the highest standards and requirements set in any
state and use them nationally.
I would like to thank Jeff Sher and the Board for prioritising MPP and ensuring that Maccabi
endeavours to meet the highest levels of compliance. Without your support it would be a
harder task.
The MPP committee is a body that seeks and finds ways to upskill and I thank them for their
availability and knowledge.
At this time, it would be remiss of me not to mention the fabulous input that Shari Cohen
has made in her role as National MPP Officer. She has been nothing short of brilliant and her
attention to detail, initiative and presence will be sorely missed by myself, the MPP
Committee and many of our national constituents. Luckily for Maccabi Victoria she will take
on a new role as General Manager and we wish her the best of luck there.
We hope that 2022 brings better times and that we can truly provide a world class Maccabi
experience in terms of welfare and compliance.
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BOG REPORT

Board Member: Tom Goldman
It is with mixed emotions that I present my final report to this AGM. I have served as the inaugural
Chair of the BOG since its inception on 24 November 2013
The founding members appointed at this time were Life Members Louis Platus OAM, Bernie Gold
OAM, Harry Procel OAM, Sam Parasol OAM and myself. In addition, Marc Adonis OAM and Gerald
Moses OAM were invited to join the BOG as members. Since then, the BOG has added Joan Hillman,
David Grace AM and Lisa Borowick. Gerald Moses been replaced by Jason Steinberg.
The first meeting was held in April 2014. The major functions of the BOG was to include Fundraising,
Awards and mentoring and supporting the MAI board in whichever way was deemed appropriate.
National Awards are now firmly entrenched in the work of the BOG and in fact the awards for 2021
will be selected in a few days’ time.
The BOG has also formatted the Maccabi Australia Volunteer Awards < MAVA> and the first
selection of these will commence early in the New Year for announcement in May 2022 to coincide
with National Volunteer Week .
The MAI Board will appoint the next Chair for the BOG following the AGM.
I would like to thank my colleagues on the BOG board for their continued support during the last 8
years. I wish the incoming Chair every success. As a Life member I will of course stay on the BOG and
give my support to whoever is selected.
I wish President of MAI Jeff Sher and the incoming Board continued success. I am available at any
time to assist in any way
Chazak Ve’ematz
Tom Goldman
Chairman
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MAI HONORARY HISTORIAN REPORT
Bernie Gold OAM

I am pleased to present for the first time since 2017 my report to the MAI Board.
All computer records and memorabilia are up to date other than the Junior Carnival participation list
which was published in the 90th. Anniversary booklet, but I do not have access to this information.
Some of the computer lists include the following information
• Senior Carnival
o Full details of participation, carnival and state team managers, results, shield donors
etc.
o Winners of the Alan Breckler Memorial Trust awards
• Junior Carnival
o Full details of carnival and state team managers, participation numbers etc.
• MAI Board
o Complete list of board members from 1957 to 2021. List of presidents and life
members
• Maccabiah Games
o Full details of team management, participation, medal numbers and Flag bearers
o For the records to be accurately updated for the 2022 Games, each team member
should answer the following questions.
o (1) Have you competed at a previous Maccabiah and which was the last one?
o (2) Have you competed in another (Maiden) name?
• MAI Awards
o Complete list of winners from 1953-2020
• Overseas Games
o Team lists and medal winners from North American Youth Games, European
Maccabi Games and Pan American Maccabi Games.
• MAIG / MAG
o Details of management and visiting countries
• Olympic/Commonwealth Games
o List of Australian Jewish athlete participation
All other memorabilia are stored at the Moorabbin Storage Warehouse.
These records are on my personal computer with a copy on the MAI office computer.
I take this opportunity to wish the incoming board every success and for a highly successful 2022
Maccabiah.
Bernie Gold OAM
MAI Hon. Historian
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